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Innovative Outdoor Music Initiative Launches this 
Summer in Buffalo-Niagara 

Overview: Null Point, a Buffalo-based initiative for experimental music and sound art, announces 

the launch of In Place (https://nullpointseries.wordpress.com/projects/in-place/), an initiative 

for site-specific sound. The long-term initiative will produce presentations and commissions 
of cutting-edge sound works that take attributes of particular locations as points of departure. 
Building on Null Point’s ambitious past site-specific sound productions as well as past canonical 
site-specific sound works in Buffalo, the initiative begins this summer with a long overdue 
premiere of a key large-scale site-specific sound work from the 1970s by David Dunn 
(http://www.davidddunn.com/~david). 

 

Program Information (online at https://nullpointseries.wordpress.com/events/place/): 

PLACE, a Performance in Ten Parts, WORLD PREMIERE performance 

composed by David Dunn (1975), performed by Null Point, curated by Colin Tucker and Ethan 
Hayden 

June 17 (rain date June 18), Silo City, Buffalo, NY, 2-8:30pm, $10 (18 and under free) (Facebook 
event: https://www.facebook.com/events/2070870666473658/) 

July 16 (rain date August 13), Artpark, Lewiston, NY, 2-8:30pm, FREE 

 

(Artpark) 
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This summer, Null Point presents the overdue world premiere of PLACE, an extended interactive 
performance created by pioneering composer David Dunn. The performance will utilize voices, 
instruments, electronics, bodies, and materials found on site to build a musical language in 
dialogue with a particular place's soundscape, ecosystem, and topography.  In PLACE, electronics 
record and play back ambient sounds, voices and instruments trigger acoustic resonances in the local 
environment, instruments imitate ambient sounds in real time, and materials found on site sonically 
activate instruments in structured improvisations. These techniques blur distinctions between 
musical and environmental sounds, reimagining the very nature of music, and challenging divisions 
between nature and culture. The project will be presented at two iconic locations across the 
Buffalo-Niagara region; due to the work's interactive, site-responsive nature, each performance 
will unfold in a distinct way.  

The performance will unfold over seven hours from early afternoon to sundown; audience members 
will be free to come and go throughout the event. Experience the performance in your own way:  
immerse yourself in the site and its sounds, have a picnic, meander around the site, bring a chair and 
relax, or whatever strikes your fancy.  

Taking the sites’ sonic, ecological, and topographical features as points of departure, sound becomes 
a catalyst for a heightened awareness of location. This work aims to build on and enrich the sonic 
tapestries already happening in a place. Both Silo City and Artpark offer intricate (and contrasting) 
soundscapes—numerous species of bird and mammals, humans, rivers, waterfalls, wind, distant 
traffic, boats, industrial fans, and more—together with acoustically striking landscapes. PLACE 
proposes ways to make these attributes into meaningful musical material; at the same time, music 
becomes a vehicle for exploring overlooked features of a place. In other words, the sites activate 
new possibilities in music while the music the music opens new perspectives on the sites. The piece 
proposes an art that matches the sites’ enormous scales, not by dominating the sites but by opening 
up unexpected lines of conversation with them. As such, the two performances will be as different 
as their locations. 
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(Silo City) 

PLACE offers listeners an experience that is both cutting-edge and accessible. It fundamentally 
reimagines what music is, and yet requires only attentive, open-minded listening. Its material is the 
sounds of everyday life, sounds we have all heard countless times, which it asks us to hear in new 
ways. Not only does the piece offer plentiful avenues of access to listeners of any background; it also 
offers them opportunities to perform. Audience members will be invited to join in the 
performance’s final section by producing sounds with materials found on site. This section will 
begin around 7:15pm in both performances. No prior musical experience is required.  

The work also builds on Western New York’s rich history of site-specific art—specifically, Artpark’s 
own site-specific sculpture project during the 1970s, as well as site-specific sound projects by now 
world famous artists like Max Neuhaus and Maryanne Amacher produced by the Albright-Knox,1 
Jewish Community Center,2 WBFO,3 and UB’s Center for Creative and Performing Arts4 in the 
1960s and 70s. PLACE was written during this era and engages with similar concerns; this summer’s 
realization of the work by younger curators and performers builds a bridge between past and 
present, bringing this important era of Western New York’s cultural history into the living present. 

                                                           
1 http://www.max-neuhaus.info/soundworks/vectors/passage/modusoperandi/, http://www.max-
neuhaus.info/soundworks/vectors/passage/  
2 http://www.max-neuhaus.info/images/WaterWhistle.VI.gif  
3 http://www.ludlow38.org/files/mabooklet.pdf (see “City Links 1”) 
4 http://www.max-neuhaus.info/images/WaterWhistle.VII.gif  
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The performance also builds on Null Point’s own history of experimental sound projects created for 
spaces other than concert halls. At last year’s Echo Art Fair, Null Point realized “Surfaces” 
(https://nullpointseries.wordpress.com/media/surfaces) a project that turned the disintegrating 
concrete floors of the Albert Kahn-designed Buffalo Gear and Axle Plant into instruments. The 
June 17 performance marks a return to Silo City, where Null Point presented an acclaimed four-day 
event “Decay-Reverberate” (https://nullpointseries.wordpress.com/media/decayreverberate-
documentation) in 2015, featuring new performances and installations created specifically for the 
space by international, national, and local emerging artists. PLACE also marks the debut of Null 
Point’s large ensemble—a group of eleven performers, combining faculty and graduate students 
from local university departments with three renowned experimental music performers from around 
the US (see below). 

In connection with the project, Null Point will be releasing a zine at the Artpark performance on 
July 16. The zine will feature accessible discussions of PLACE and the broader questions it raises 
written by the composer, by Null Point’s curators and performers, and by emerging composers and 
sound artists who take Dunn’s work as a point of departure. 

 

About the composer 

David Dunn (http://www.davidddunn.com/~david) is a composer and sound artist. He creates text 
and sound compositions and environmental installations. He is an expert wildlife recordist and a 
bioacoustic researcher. His music straddles the world of sound and science. Currently on faculty at 
the University of California Santa Cruz, he has received grants from the Foundation for 
Contemporary Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, and New Mexico Arts, an Alpert Award 
in Music, a Henry Cowell Award from the American Music Center, and grants in scientific research. 
In addition to his artistic pursuits, David has served as president of both the Art and Science 
Laboratory and the Acoustic Ecology Institute in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

Dunn’s work has explored the role of sound in ecosystems, building on John Cage’s consideration 
of everyday sounds as music, Pauline Oliveros’s deep listening, and the Sonic Arts Union’s 
exploration of interactive electronic systems. Taking an interdisciplinary approach that combines 
scientific research with artistic speculation, Dunn has radically reimagined music as “evidence of 
purposeful minded systems,” a communicative medium through which ecosystems are formed and 
reformed. Past works have included field recordings documenting the emergent collective 
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intelligence of insect sound-makers and interactive works for outdoor performance facilitating 
productive sonic exchange between humans and animals. A remarkable example of the latter is 
Dunn’s 1976 work Mimus Polyglottos (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9veOLaHUzg), wherein 
a pre-composed tape of electronic noises is played to a mockingbird, who then integrates these 
sounds into its vocabulary and improvises with them (this same behavioral pattern emerged across 
multiple trials). The significance of this work is radical: music becomes the basis for inclusive cross-
species interactions, in turn enabling humans to enter into more egalitarian relationships to non-
humans. 

"A great talent."  
Harry Partch 

“Dunn is one of the most unusual, exciting, and intelligent of the younger composers.” 
Pauline Oliveros 

"It is the combination of sound and idea and context that makes David's work so potent, and an 
inspiration to a whole generation of radical composers, artists, and ecologists." 
Warren Burt 

 

About the Presenter 

Null Point (https://nullpointseries.wordpress.com) is an initiative for new concert music and 
sound art based in Buffalo, NY. Null Point’s events re-imagine musical and sonic presentation 
formats, focusing on works by emerging artists that are neglected by normative arts institutions. Past 
projects have included new site-specific sound works written for presentation in vacant historic 
industrial sites, thematically-curated concerts focusing on limit situations of performance and 
audition, and participatory workshop-concerts in working-class neighborhoods. A null point is a 
location where vector fields (e.g. magnetic fields) have zero strength, where fields cancel each other 
out.  

Null Point has presented world and continental premieres of works by emerging and established 
composers from around the world. The initiative’s projects have been funded by New Music USA, 
the arts councils of New York, Western New York, and Toronto, as well as by universities across 
the US and Canada, and have been presented in venues ranging from respected art music venues 
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(Artpark, Constellation Chicago, Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center) to rustbelt ruins (Silo City, 
Buffalo Gear and Axle Plant) to community spaces (WASH Project, Cincinnati Public Library). 

For more information:  

https://nullpointseries.wordpress.com 

https://www.facebook.com/nullpointseries 

https://soundcloud.com/nullpointseries 

 

Performers: 

Julia Cordani— solo voice, electronics, body, found materials 

Leanne Darling— voice, electronics, body, viola, found materials 

Jessie Downs— solo voice, electronics, body, clarinet, found materials 

Bob Fullex— voice, electronics, body, percussion, found materials 

Ethan Hayden— voice, electronics, body, trombone, found materials 

Megan Kyle— voice, electronics, body, violin, found materials 

Zane Merritt— voice, electronics, body, electric guitar, found materials 

Colin Tucker—voice, electronics, body, cello, found materials 

 

With special guests: 

Sarah Hennies (Ithaca, NY/Meridian) (http://www.sarah-hennies.com)—voice, electronics, body, 
percussion, found materials 

Jonathan Hepfer (Los Angeles, CA/Monday Evening Concerts/California Institute of Arts) 
(http://www.jonathan-hepfer.com)—voice, electronics, body, percussion, found materials 
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Annie Lewandowski (Ithaca, NY/Cornell University/Powerdove) 
(http://www.annielewandowski.com)—voice, electronics, body, musical saw, found materials 

 

Curators: Colin Tucker & Ethan Hayden 

Technical director: Ethan Hayden 

Supported by: 

This program is funded by the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor 
Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature; administered by Arts Services Initiative of 
Western New York. 

Additional support from: 

University at Buffalo Department of Music 

Artpark 

 

In-kind Support from: 

University at Buffalo Department of Music  

Silo City 

 


